High-pressure synthesis techniques have allowed for the growth of Sn1−xInxTe samples beyond the ambient In-saturation limit of x = 0.5 (Tc ∼ 4.5 K). In this study, we present measurements of the temperature dependence of the London penetration depth ∆λ(T ) in this superconducting doped topological insulator for x = 0.7, where Tc,onset ≈ 5 K. The results indicate fully gapped BCSlike behavior, ruling out odd-parity A2u pairing; however, odd-parity A1u pairing is still possible. Critical field values measured below 1 K and other superconducting parameters are also presented.
INTRODUCTION
The potential applications of exploiting the non-Abelian statistics of Majorana-like quasiparticle excitations in topological superconductors for quantum computing schemes [1] [2] [3] has driven much research into finding candidate materials. Majorana modes indicative of topological surface states have been observed [4] [5] [6] in superconductor/topological insulator interfaces, while high-resolution STM experiments revealed Majorana modes on vortex cores in several Fe-based superconductors [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Doping investigations involving topological insulators (TIs) [13, 14] , where gapless surface states are protected by time-reversal symmetry, and topological crystalline insulators (TCIs) [15, 16] , where crystalline mirror symmetry protects the gapless surface states, have resulted in discovery of unique superconducting states in M x Bi 2 Se 3 (M = Cu, Sr, Nb) and Sn 1−x M x Te (M = Ag, Pb, In) [17] [18] [19] with transition temperatures on the order of a few kelvin. The family of doped bismuth selenides all exhibit nematic superconductivity [20] and an odd-parity pseudo-triplet state [21] [22] [23] with a highly anisotropic or nodal superconducting gap, which is consistent with a topological state. The In-doped tin telluride shows possible odd-parity pairing and a full superconducting gap [24] [25] [26] , which again is consistent with a topological state [27, 28] .
Intrinsic superconductivity below 0.3 K arising from antisite defects in SnTe and InTe have been known since the late 1960s [29] . Preliminary studies [30] involving In-doping on the Sn site raised T c nearly an order of magnitude without significant increase in the low (∼10 21 cm −3 ) carrier concentration. Following the prediction and establishment [16, 31] of SnTe as a TCI in 2012, more recent efforts [32, 33] using modified floating-zone methods have raised the onset of superconductivity in Sn 1−x In x Te to 4.5 K, with an essentially linear increase in T c with increasing x for x > 0.04. Above x = 0.5, In was found to be no longer soluble in the FCC SnTe structure, and significant tetragonal InTe is formed instead. Under pressure a phase transition from tetragonal to rocksalt FCC is observed [34] in InTe; recent high-pressure synthesis efforts [35] have increased the solubility of In in the SnTe structure, allowing the entire doping window from x = 0 to x = 1 to be accessible. The superconducting transition temperature peaks near x = 0.7 with an onset temperature of ∼5 K, then decreases with higher indium concentrations.
In this work, we report on magnetization measurements and low-temperature measurements of the London penetration depth λ in the highly doped TCI-derived superconductor Sn 0.3 In 0.7 Te down to ∼0.46 K. The observed temperature dependence of λ indicates a full superconducting gap, which eliminates one of two possible candidate topological superconducting states for Sn 0.3 In 0.7 Te.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Polycrystalline ingots of Sn 0.3 In 0.7 Te were grown following the method of Ref. 35 . High purity powder of Te, Sn, and shots of In were weighed in stoichiometric ratio and sealed in an evacuated tube. The mixture was heated at 850°C for a day to obtain cubic SnTe and tetragonal InTe. The pelletized powder was placed in the high pressure cell and treated at 500°C under 2 GPa for 30 min. Powder x-ray diffraction of ground samples was taken at room temperature with a Rigaku 1100 diffractometer. Following synthesis, samples were kept in a freezer to avoid the deformation from the metastable cubic phase into the tetragonal InTe form. Measurements were performed before the deformation takes place.
Preliminary magnetometry measurements were performed on an irregularly shaped single ingot (∼5 mm x 3 mm x 2 mm) with a custom-built SQUID magnetometer with a small conventional magnet down to 1.2 K. Fur- ther magnetization measurements were performed on a thin sliver cut from this piece with a Quantum Design MPMS dc SQUID magnetometer with a superconducting magnet down to 1.8 K. The tunnel diode oscillator (TDO) technique [36] was used on another piece cut from the bulk (∼800 um x 600 x 200 um) to measure the temperature dependence of the London penetration depth ∆λ(T ) = λ(T ) − λ 0 , where λ 0 is the zero-temperature value, down to ∼460 mK in an Oxford 3 He cold-finger cryostat with a custom resonator [37] running at ∼14.5 MHz.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Powder XRD measurements are shown in Fig. 1 . A clear rocksalt-like structure, space group F m3m, is observed; peaks are indexed as shown. No impurity peaks from the tetragonal InTe phase (or any others) are observed. The refined lattice constant is 6.223 ± 0.001Å, which is in good agreement with previous reporting [35] .
Normalized magnetization vs temperature measurements on a single piece of Sn 0.3 In 0.7 Te are shown in Fig. 2 in an applied field of 1 Oe following cooling in zero applied field (ZFC). The transition is sharp with an onset of T c,onset ≈ 4.9 K and a width of ∆T c ≈ 0.25 K. This transition temperature is distinctly higher than that found in samples grown without high-pressure techniques, where T c has a maximum of 4.5 K [32] . Down to 1.25 K, no additional transitions are observed, indicating a homogenous sample with no secondary superconducting phases.
The zero-temperature London penetration depth λ 0 can be estimated from measurements of the upper and lower superconducting critical fields. H c1 values were de- duced from low-temperature magnetization vs field measurements shown in Fig. 3 for a thin plate-like sample with the field applied parallel to the plate. We take the deviation from the linear Meissner behavior in H as the value of the critical field; H c1 vs temperature is plotted in Fig. 5(a) . The error bars represent the separation in H steps (5 G) at low fields. With a conventional parabolic temperature dependence H c1 = H c1 (0) 1 − (T /T c ) 2 , we extrapolate µ 0 H c1 (T = 0) to be 5.0 mT for Sn 0.3 In 0.7 Te, in agreement with previous measurements [35] .
As the TDO frequency shift is proportional to the magnetic susceptibility [36] , applying a static magnetic field allows use of the TDO as a simple magnetometer to map out the upper critical field H c2 (T ) by observing the suppression in T c in field; such measurements in multiple field values are shown in Fig. 4 . No additional transitions are observed down to ∼0.46 K. For all measurements, the sample was field-cooled in the indicated fields from above T c , then data was collected during a slow warming ramp through the transition and beyond. Defining T c,onset to be when the TDO resonant frequency has shifted downward by 5 Hz (∼15x the noise level of a single temperature sweep) from the essentially temperature-independent normal state value yields the H c2 (T ) data shown in Fig. 5(b) . A phenomenological fit to H c2 (T ) = H c2 (0) 1 − t 2 / 1 + t 2 , shown in red in Fig. 5(b) , describes the data well, as has been observed for other superconducting doped topological insulators. The fit extrapolates to an upper critical field at T = 0 of µ 0 H c2 (0) = 2.0 T, well below the BCS Pauli paramagnetic limit B P auli c2 = 1.83 * T c ≈ 9 T. This is essen- tially equal to the H c2 (0) found in Sn 0.55 In 0.45 Te, which nevertheless has ∼20% lower T c [26] . From our value of H c2 (0), using the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) relation µ 0 H c2 = Φ 0 /2πξ 2 (0), we calculate the zero-temperature GL coherence length ξ 0 to be 13 nm. Additionally, using the GL relation H c1 = Φ 0 / 4πλ 2 (ln[λ/ξ] + 0.5), we estimate the zero-temperature London penetration depth λ 0 to be approximately 350 nm, consistent with observations of decreasing λ with increasing In doping [26] .
The low-temperature penetration depth measurements were carried out via the TDO technique in the temperature range from 0.46 to 10 K. In the TDO technique, the frequency shift ∆f of the resonator is proportional to the change of the penetration depth [36] , ∆f (T ) = G∆λ(T ), where G is a geometrical factor which depends on the sample volume and shape as well as the resonant coil geometry. The magnetic field inside the resonator coil is < 5 µT, assuring the sample remains fully in the Meissner state during zero-field measurement. In the low temperature limit, the temperature dependence of ∆λ provides information on the superconducting gap structure; different gap structures generate different temperature dependences in ∆λ(T ) due to the presence or absence of low-energy quasiparticles. Conventional BCS theory for a nodeless, isotropic s-wave superconductor yields an exponential variation of ∆λ(T ):
where ∆ 0 and λ 0 are the zero-temperature values of the energy gap and the penetration depth, respectively. In a nodal superconductor, the enhanced thermal excitation of quasiparticles near the gap nodes results in a powerlaw variation instead, with ∆λ ∼ T n [36, 38] . The exponent n depends on the degree of electron scattering and the nature of the nodes (lines, points, etc). In Fig. 6 , the relative TDO frequency shift ∆f /∆f 0 is plotted vs reduced temperature T /T c for a thin sliver of Sn 0.3 In 0.7 Te cut from the large ingot used for SQUID magnetization measurements. The results are representative of multiple measured samples. At low temperature, a BCS-like exponential fit describes the data well albeit with a low gap ratio of ∆ 0 /T ≈ 1.0. This value which is below the BCS s-wave value of 1.76, but is still consistent with a weakly anisotropic single gap [39] [40] [41] . As no spontaneous rotational symmetry breaking is yet known to occur in the Sn 1−x In x Te system, theoretical considerations [24, 42] pertaining to this FCC system consider only the A 1g , A 1u and A 2u one-dimensional representations of the D 3d point group as possible pairing symmetries. The A 1g state is the conventional, topologically trivial s-wave superconductor with a full superconducting gap. The A 1u and A 2u are odd-parity states which are topologically nontrivial. The A 1u state is fully gapped and the A 2u state will have symmetry-protected point nodes occurring at the intersection of the L-pointcentered Fermi surfaces [27] with the ΓL-line in the FCC Brillouin zone. The A 2u state is not consistent with our observations of a full superconducting gap. Our measurements cannot distinguish between the A 1g and the A 1u gap structures, and further investigations involving surface sensitive and/or phase sensitive techniques are required to settle this question.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have investigated the superconducting gap symmetry and critical fields of the TCI-derived superconductor Sn 0.3 In 0.7 Te, which is beyond the previously known In-saturation limit of x = 0.5. This doping regime, only available via high-pressure synthesis techniques, shows a higher T c than the previous optimally doped samples with x ≈ 0.45, with a maximum T c at x = 0.7. We see no additional superconducting transitions down to ∼0.46 K. Magnetic phase diagrams have been extended to below 1 K. The extrapolated H c2 at T = 0 is not increased over that found for x = 0.45, but the observed decrease in λ 0 is consistent with trends from lower doping levels. Samples with x = 0.7 are found to have a full superconducting gap which is likely weakly anisotropic. This gap structure is consistent with either the conventional, topologically-trivial A 1g state, or the odd-parity, topologically-nontrivial A 1u state. We eliminate the odd-parity, nodal A 2u state as a possibility.
